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Veg Amnesty to
help fight 'veg
poverty'
Boxer Nicola Adams is fronting a new campaign created by frozen food
outfit Strong Roots to help boost access to veg
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calls ‘veg poverty’ in the UK.
From 19 July households across Britain are
being invited to donate surplus frozen veg
to neighbouring in-need households. The
initiative comes as research shows that up
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the UK in areas where deprivation is high.
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Strong Roots chief executive Samuel
Dennigan added: “We all bought too much
in lockdown, so anyone with surplus
frozen veg in their freezer can dig it out
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rather than waste it. By using the free
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so simple can really help the fight to end
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The Veg Amnesty comes as 6.5 million
families in the UK are living in so-called
veg poverty, defined by Strong Roots as

locals as she runs through the city.
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Adams said: “We had a lot of fun making
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the film highlighting a serious issue close
to my heart and in my home town too. I
am passionate about the power of
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